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Three decades ago, Jackie Schut was considered one of the most prolific "baby sellers" in the

country. She traveled all over the US, murdered women who had just borne babies, and then stole

their infants. She is still imprisoned in the South. A lovely, vibrant woman in San Antonio was found

dead in a vacant lot. Her mother, a popular local realtor, never stopped looking for her killer. Just

months ago, a truly unlikely suspect was found many states away. At last, the seemingly impossible

case to solve had answers no one ever considered. On Christmas Day three years ago, two

grandparents, their son, his wife, their two small boys, their daughter, and her boyfriend gathered to

celebrate the holiday. For reasons that are still almost impossible to contemplate, the sister and her

boyfriend shot and killed everyone in the room. In these chilling true stories, Ann Rule reveals the

dark underside of the American family unit - together and torn apart. Her unforgettable accounts will

intrigue you, and once again prove the obvious: that Rule is "America's best true-crime writer"

(Kirkus Reviews).
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I have read every Ann Rule book ever written even her Possession (her one and only novel - and I

loved it - despite harsh reviews I thought it was original at its time - ) anyway, I am rough on her

because at one time she set the bar so high no one else could touch her - the past few books have

been duds - one in particular and I feel sorry for any of the victims family involved but the strange

case of Rhonda something or other - I cannot even remember the NAME of the book but it was just



not good reading material at all I was very disappointed regardless - this book my bar has been set

low because I feel Ann is getting to a point where her passion may be directed in other areas and

it's reflected in her writing. This book however I enjoyed - it wasn't her best but the stories, for me

anyway, I thought were pretty astonishing - I mean Good Lord the things people do to one another -

it boggles the mind- one story about people so hateful they wanted to "kill any jews on the way" was

a quote and I cannot imagine feeling that amount of hate for anyone - she brings to light a story

about to kids who kill the boy's father and wife and it's just heartbreaking I cannot imagine losing a

family member to such senseless violence - I wish my memory were better - I enjoy her

compilations such as this one more so than when it's one story (take away the Dianne Downs and

Ted Bundy ones they are hands down my favorite of all time) but I always remember one short story

where this woman moves in with her husband and five children in a very lonely area - his brother

comes and kills the husband and they live together as man and wife - he leaves and here is this

woman with five kids and her husband buried right outside!!!
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